
digital democracy: an illustrated rant



what lies in the middle?

how do we understand democracy? how can it occupy 
both the space of being something in flux and constantly 
fleeting as well as readily refined, expressed through 
legal reams and political banter? most recently, with the 
fusing of the technological into our everyday existence 
we are told that democracy and technology go hand in 
hand. that today the issue of digital democracy lies simply 
in access to the internet and in the protecting of big data. 
while i do not dispute the importance of these things 

I am cautious about the ways in which democracy becomes 
expressed in this narrative. How can a tool such as the 
internet inherently be democratic, so democratic in fact 
that access to it is itself a democratic act? With this 
short comic I ask us instead to think of the processes of 
creating and transforming technology rather than simply 
becoming latent users unaware of its inner workings. What 
do the processes look like that allow for widespread 
understanding of how the internet works not just how to 
access it? 



greater than Data...

 more and more we are taught to be consumers. Consumers of information, consumers 
of products, consumers of all that we see around ourselves. This carries over to the 
ways in which we depend on and use technology. we are adept at checking our mail, while 
speaking to a friend, while dodging midtown traffic without missing a beat. But do  we 
possess this same knowledge of the devices we use everyday. Or even more importantly 
where our information goes once it leaves our brains translated through fingertips?     The 
question of digital democracy then is much greater than an issue of privacy of data 
but one of knowledge and understanding of the vary things that we casually use. 



beneath our feet...

 a crucial place to start would be in our understanding of where we find the internet. 
Often we think that it exist floating above us, a cloud amorphous in shape, gaseous 
and wafting. but we must come to see the internet for what it is, which is public 
infrastructure.   it lies beneath our feet in the materiality of the city. OFten at 
large subsidies, construction is done to lay new cables for faster connectivity. In this 
understanding the internet itself is created on grounds of commoning, and thus public .



and above our heads...



 confusing price with meaning.

y e s n o l ike

another defining of digital democracy has been in the growing use and popularity of 
crowd sourcing and  crowd funding . these techniques work in a way in which users are 
able to interface with each other to either pool collective funds to contribute 
towards something or to directly comment on  issues of policy and governance. 
while these are interesting innovations they largely disallow for healthy debate or 
resistance. because the servers (and therefore the content generated on such sites )
are not shared, so censorship and exclusion become tools for administrators to use to 
thwart the healthy debate and productive conflict that true democracy necessitates.  
with the simple voting of yes or no the direct communication between people is lost.



new connections,

this means new connections and forms of making community and garnering a healthy 
democratic culture need to take place both in a virtual and physical realm. this is 
what drove me to understanding the work that the redhook digital stewards have 
been doing . the digital stewards are a group of young residents of redhook that 
work through the redhook initiative nonprofit to learn technical skills for creating 
and managing online content as well as growing the wifi mesh network that has been 
set up post hurricane sandy. the establishing and continued care of this network, 
both technological and community based, is a prime working example of digital 
democracy is that is creating an avenue for people to understand and control their 
own content while expanding the ways in which people can interact with each other. 



working...

through this model relationships are made with local businesses as well as residents to 
house internet nodes on their properties to be able to establish a network. both internal 
and external the network allows for communication both across neighbors in redhook as 
well as to the larger world wide web. what is most impressive about this model through is 
the building of trust and neighborliness through the negotiating and sharing of physical 
space to build a virtual asset for the larger neighborhood. without this there would be 
no open wifi mesh network.  It is in this building of trust in which we see the workings of 
democratic practices. This is immensely important because this is a process that ultimately 
begins and ends with people, the internet is simply a tool for expanding the ways in 
which we can connect. it is not an inherent platform for democracy, but requires work.  



to transform

returning to this question of what lies in the middle, we start to understand a 
path towards a more nuanced and fulfilling understanding of digital democracy. 
That access to the internet alone is incomplete without the building of trust and 
relationships needed to establish democratic online platforms and to sustain them. 
when we start to understanding digital democracy on that level the importance 
of knowledge to build and understand the systems  and devices that we use is 
paramount.  through the work of the redhook digital stewards we begin to see a 
quick glimpse of what such a working praxis of digital democracy could look like.  



a picture incomplete,



now rendered whole.


